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Student Voting and Apportionment:
The "Rotten Boroughs" of Academia

On July 5, 1971 President Nixon promulgated the Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the Constitution. After twenty-nine years of debate, the demise of the magic voting age of twenty-one had come with surprising dispatch—the combined vote of Congress was 494-19, and ratification by the requisite thirty-eight state legislatures took only sixty-seven days. Before the Amendment passed Congress, attention had turned to the problem of registering the nearly two million college students living away from their parents' homes. The problem was not solved, then or since, and there now exists a serious conflict between students who insist on participating in local government and those who fear "student take-overs" of local governments. The clash is intensified by the ancient law of voting residence which tends to exclude students from voting in their college towns.

This Note will argue that college-town student voting is constitutionally compelled, since students are viewed as residents of their college towns for purposes of the census and hence for the apportionment of national, state, and local representation. Though the conflict between apportionment and voting entitlement could also be resolved

1. Section 1. The right of citizens of the United States, who are eighteen years of age or older, to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on account of age.
   Section 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation. U.S. Const. amend. XXVI.

2. Legislation to lower the voting age had been proposed in every session of Congress since 1942, when Representative Jennings Randolph introduced the first Constitutional Amendment to that effect. 117 Cong. Rec. S2668 (daily ed., March 9, 1971).


The precise number of students affected by the law of student residence is difficult to determine as different jurisdictions apply the law in different ways. See pp. 38-39 infra. Generally, however, the student with a dormitory address is almost certain to face difficulties in registering to vote, so the number of dormitory residents may be taken as a rough approximation of the size of the problem. The estimate that approximately two million students live in dormitories is from Committee on Election Law Reform of the Young Lawyers Section of the American Bar Association, Report of the Committee on Student Voting Residence (Preliminary Unofficial Draft, August 1971) [hereinafter cited as A.B.A. REPORT].
by changing apportionment methods or the census definition, it will be argued that the proper resolution of the conflict is a change in the law of voting residence.

I. The Law of Student Residence for Voting Purposes

A. Background

There are three fundamental reasons behind the demand of students for college-town registration. First, students from the twenty-four states with no provisions for registration by mail will find it far more convenient to register in college towns than to travel, often more than once, back to their former homes. Second, many students will find it easier to cast their vote in their college towns: one state has no absentee voting provisions for students; six others restrict such voting to a limited number of elections; still others make absentee voting extremely difficult by a legal jungle of requesting and filing deadlines. Lastly, many students will feel more involved in and affected by politics in their college towns than in their parents' hometowns.

Political opposition to the registration of students in university towns comes from at least two related sources. First, despite the rapid approval of the Twenty-Sixth Amendment, the fact that voters defeated sixteen of twenty-one state referenda lowering the voting age in the last three years suggests widespread distrust of the eighteen-year-old vote in general and student voting power in particular.

6. According to a recent compilation of state voting laws, including personal contact with numerous state election officials, the following states would not allow a student to register in absentia: Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois (in some parts of the state), Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia, and Washington. See Youth Citizenship Fund, Inc., The Young Voter's Guide to Voting Rights and Residency (August 1971).

For an account of one student's particularly frustrating experience in his attempt to register, see N.Y. Times, July 25, 1971, § IV, at 4, col. 1.


8. Delaware (absentee voting restricted to general elections); Maryland (no absentee provisions for any municipal elections outside of Baltimore); Massachusetts (no absentee provisions for primaries); New Hampshire (absentee voting limited to the biennial general election); New Mexico (no provisions for municipal elections); North Carolina (no non-military absentee voting in local primaries). See Youth Citizenship Fund, Inc., supra note 6.


12. The rapid ratification of the Twenty-Sixth Amendment may be explained in part by the quandry posed by the Supreme Court's approval of the eighteen-year-old vote
Second, and far more importantly, opposition comes from the older residents of university towns who fear registered students will "take-over" their local government. This concern was expressed during congressional debate on the Amendment:

My principal concern with this particular measure is one that has to do with permitting 18-year-olds to vote, for instance, in local and municipal elections in college towns. For example, what would happen in a community like Urbana, Ill., with an influx of 20,000 or 25,000 students from outside the State coming into that community and being given the opportunity to vote at 18 years of age? For goodness sake we could have these transients actually controlling the elections, voting city councils and mayors in or out of office in a town in which they have a dominant voice. Personally, I feel this is bad. We have seen in Madison, Wis., where in one local election the students of the University of Wisconsin were able to band together and elect several officials who could care less how the city was run and who have no responsibility whatsoever about taxes which have to be raised to fund certain municipal functions in the city.13

A supporter of the Amendment agreed that students should not be registered in their college towns, but assured the Congress that the "very, very clear" laws of residence would not permit such a "wrong" result.14

Others have been less confident of the sweep of residence law. At least one state legislature enacted a statute aimed at severely restricting college-town registration.15 In other states, attorneys-general dusted off textbooks on domicile law and issued mixed opinions on the registration of students.16 And, in the context of substantial confusion for federal elections, Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112 (1970). In order to keep the voting age at twenty-one for state and local elections, the states would have been forced by this decision to maintain costly dual registration and voting procedures. This administrative expense was frequently cited during congressional debate as a major reason for approving the Amendment. See, e.g., 117 Cong. Rec. S2671-79 (daily ed., March 9, 1971). 13. 117 Cong. Rec. H1825-26 (daily ed., March 23, 1971) (remarks of Representative Michel).
14. Id. at 1826 (remarks of Representative Railsback).
about the law, still another group, voting registrars, have become influential in passing on students' right to vote. As the public refusal of one registrar to comply with the opinion of the Massachusetts attorney general indicates, the attitudes of local election officials have become important constraints on the ability of students to register in their college towns.

In a survey of college-town registrars, the A.B.A. Committee on Election Law Reform found unmistakable opposition to student registration. Of twenty-one who replied, only one registrar said student voting was in no way undesirable. The others disapproved because they felt students were not affected by local elections, had different interests or political views than non-students, paid less taxes than permanent residents, or were too concentrated and would thus have too much local political power. The study further found that this opposition was extremely difficult to control or even accurately ascertain, as few registrars had formal procedures by which student applications were judged.

None of these 24 boards had a set of written rules disclosing the criteria revealed in their responses to the [A.B.A.] questionnaire. No jurisdiction indicated any rule, written or otherwise, as to how the various criteria indicated to be relevant were to be weighed in passing on an application. No jurisdiction appears to have any procedure well designed to elicit from the student all information which might support his claim for registration.

The study committee, after reviewing the stated criteria, had "little if any idea which students would be allowed to vote and which would not." Furthermore, boards within the same state, ostensibly applying the same legal standard, used vastly different criteria and arrived at contrary conclusions in the same case. The report—which studied only those registrars who felt their procedures were worthy of public scrutiny—concluded that the procedures used in determining student voting residence were

18. A.B.A. REPORT, supra note 5, at 22-23.
19. Id. at 24.
20. Id.
21. Id. at 25-27.
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generally chaotic and fraught with opportunity for discrimination against students of some particular race, party, or cultural persuasion, or against students generally.\textsuperscript{22}

B. The Case Law of Student Voting Residence

The registrars are supported in their opposition to student registration by almost every judicial decision on student voting residence. The frequently cited \textit{Fry's Election Case} well expresses the general judicial distrust of student voting power:

They [students] are not members of the community among whom they sojourn. They have no common interest; do not intend to live with, or cast their lot among them. They have no proper motive to interfere in their local affairs. On no proper principle of a true residence should the student vote to-day and fasten on the community officers whom the majority do not desire, then graduate to-morrow and be gone.

The great underlying principle of a republic is, that men should be permitted to govern themselves, but not to constrain others. Yet this would be the result of such a shifting vote, which, like the Parthian arrow, pierces as he who casts it flees.\textsuperscript{23}

Few courts oppose student voting as openly, but almost every decision has endorsed the common law rule that the typical undergraduate lacks the degree of residence necessary for voting in his college town.

Though only two states qualify the word "resident" in their suffrage statutes,\textsuperscript{24} almost all courts nevertheless begin their decisions on student residence by concluding that for voting purposes "residence" means far more than actual physical presence for the statutory period of time. Some hold that "resident" is a statutory short-hand for "bona fide resident," one who has the intention of making a permanent home in the new area.\textsuperscript{25} Others rely on ancient common

\textsuperscript{22} Id. at 23.

\textsuperscript{23} 71 Pa. 302, 311 (1872).


law, state constitutions, or ambiguous legislative enactments in holding that “residence” requires an intent to make a new home.26 Through one doctrinal route or another, courts have taken intention to remain as a crucial ingredient of voting residence.27

There are two views of the degree of intention necessary for such residence. The more restrictive view demands a clear intent to remain in the area indefinitely and not merely for the purpose of attending college.28 The less restrictive view requires only that the student have no definite plans to leave the college town at any time in the future.29 There is no clear pattern favoring either of these theories.30 To the typical student, uncertain about his future plans, the difference between the two views is seemingly critical.

The distinction is more apparent than real, however, since the two theories of requisite intention are implemented by similar criteria of “proof.” All of the cases agree that the declaration of the student, even under oath, is not conclusive;31 positive facts demonstrating an intent to remain in the town must be presented.32 And all agree that the burden is on the student, not the registrar challenging the declaration of intent.33 Thus, whichever the requisite degree of intent, the fact that the student has come for the purpose of obtaining an education is said to create a strong presumption that, having obtained his degree, he will leave. Hence, by either standard the student presumptively is not a resident for voting purposes.34


30. See notes 28 and 29 supra.

31. See, e.g., In re Blankford, 241 N.Y. 180, 183, 149 N.E. 415, 416 (1925); Selbold v. Wahl, 164 Wis. 82, 159 N.W. 546 (1916).

32. See, e.g., In re Blankford, 241 N.Y. 180, 183, 149 N.E. 415, 416 (1925).

33. See, e.g., Welsh v. Shumway, 232 Ill. 54, 88, 83 N.E. 549, 562-63 (1908); Sanders v. Getchell, 76 Me. 158, 165 (1884); Shaeffer v. Gilbert, 73 Md. 66, 72, 20 A. 424, 435 (1890); Advisory Opinion of the Justices, 46 Mass. 587, 590 (1843); In re Garvey, 147 N.Y. 117, 119, 41 N.E. 439 (1895); Watermeyer v. Mitchell, 275 N.Y. 73, 76, 9 N.E.2d 783, 784 (1937).

The courts have been unclear as to which facts are relevant to prove an intent to remain. For example, the presence or absence of parental control is cited as important by several courts; but another decision has held that even the complete severance of family ties is not sufficient to prove an intent to remain. Similarly, courts have often approvingly noted that the student was married and living in his own household. But marriage is not conclusive. Other decisions have given weight to owning local property, claiming local residence for purposes of registering one's car, obtaining a driver's license, or paying state and local income taxes. Still others have mentioned local bank accounts or jobs as indicia of local residence. But, again, no one fact or set of facts emerges as more important than the others.

This case law presents at least two problems to students attempting to register in their college towns. First, the tests of intent were developed in cases involving litigants quite different from the typical undergraduate. Most of the cases are concerned with older, "quasi-students"—seminarians, undergraduates—not provincia! seveloped in cases involving litigants quite different from the typical student. Most of the cases are concerned with older, "quasi-students"—seminarians, undergraduates, whose religious vows included a complete repudiation of family ties before entering the seminary.)

...presumably because former age standards disqualified most...
undergraduates from voting at all. Because of this inordinate attention to a small portion of the student population, it will be exceedingly difficult for the typical student—unmarried, residing in a dormitory, with few proprietary interests anywhere—to use the tests enunciated by the case law to overcome the presumption against his residence.

Moreover, none of the decisions suggest a priority system for considering the numerous attributes of residence. Rather, the opinions stress that the factual decision must be an ad hoc one, different with each set of circumstances. In this way, the law tolerates the almost unlimited discretion of registrars. Local officials are left free to determine their own lists of relevant criteria and apply them as they desire. Indeed, the courts have endorsed this discretion, holding that the registrar's decision is to be given weight in any judicial review, and that registrars are free of liability for good faith error. The law of student residence, tied to the concepts of domicile and future intention, thus creates a presumption against the typical college student that local registrars are free to use, or abuse, as they see fit.

C. Constitutional Challenges to the Law of Student Residence

Since the passage of the Twenty-Sixth Amendment, the law of voting residence has been attacked in both state and federal courts on the ground that its presumption against students and the concomitant special scrutiny given their registration applications, constitutes an arbitrary classification in violation of the equal protection clause. The demonstrated willingness of the Supreme Court to invalidate

51. See, e.g., Sanders v. Getchell, 76 Me. 158, 162 (1884).
52. Of course, voting residence law is not unique in its reliance on intent. For example, the law surrounding federal diversity jurisdiction relies heavily on intent to determine residency. See, e.g., Williamson v. Osenton, 232 U.S. 619 (1914). However, it is also clear that the law of voting residence can operate independently of other bodies of residence law and that the fact of voting is not controlling on determinations of other types of residence. See, e.g., Lyons v. Borden, 200 F. Supp. 956, 958-59 (D. Hawaii 1961). Thus, the suggestion in the conclusion of this Note that the law of voting residence be modified need not necessarily imply an argument for the change of all other bodies of residence law.
53. See Kennedy v. Meskill, Civil No. 14,548 (D. Conn., Sept. 13, 1971) (ordering registrars to ask the same questions of all applicants); Johnson v. Darail, Cause No. 1P 71-C-543 (S.D. Ind. 1971) (requiring equal application of bona fide residence test); Anderson v. Brown, 332 F. Supp. 1195 (S.D. Ohio 1971) (striking down a statutory presumption of non-residence); Fair v. Osser, Civil No. 71-2212 (E.D. Pa. 1971) (stipulated order to the effect that students should be registered if they met tests of residence applied to all applicants); Jolicouer v. Mihaly, 5 Cal. 3d 565, 488 P.2d 1, 96 Cal. Rptr. 697 (1971) (invalidating the view of the California Attorney General that all minors automatically had the same residence as their parents); Wilkins v. Bentley, 3 Mich. App. 189 N.W.2d 423 (1971) (requiring the same tests of all applicants); Warden v. Mercer County Bd. of Elections, Civil No. L-1502-71 (Super. Ct. N.J. 1971) (order requiring the same intention test of all applicants).
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Suffrage restrictions which do not meet the "compelling state interest" test has led some commentators to conclude that such unequal application of the law of voting residence will not withstand constitutional scrutiny. However, a closer examination indicates that an equal protection claim of this kind may be unsuccessful.

There is language in the two major cases cited by opponents of student residence law which may be read as endorsing the present system. In Carrington v. Rash, a 1965 decision, the Court invalidated a Texas statute that established an irrebuttable presumption that servicemen stationed in Texas were not residents. The Court stressed, however, that the state was free to require that "all military personnel enrolled to vote be bona fide residents," and that they all have "the intention of making Texas their home indefinitely." Justice Stewart, writing for the Court, also agreed with Texas decisions which had held that "the declarations of voters concerning their intent to reside in this state and in a particular county is often not conclusive," and that therefore, "election officials may look to the actual facts and circumstances" behind the application. Finally, the Court approvingly cited statutes in other states which provided for special treatment for students and servicemen. The Court argued that these "reasonable and adequate steps" were permissible as the target populations were given "an opportunity to show the election officials they are bona fide residents." Thus, Carrington suggests that a presumption against the voting residence of a certain class of citizens is valid so long as there is some possibility of controverting it.

In Evans v. Cornman, a 1970 decision, the Court appeared to be troubled by the ambiguous intention tests of bona fide residence theory, but nevertheless adhered to the view of Carrington that an equal application of such tests is permissible. Justice Marshall, writing for a unanimous Court, rejected the finding of a Maryland registrar that the residents of the National Institute of Health enclave were not voting residents. He found that there were "numerous and vital

57. Id. at 93-94.
58. Id. at 95.
59. Id. at 91-92 n.3.
60. Id. at 95-96.
ways in which the NIH residents are affected by electoral decisions.\textsuperscript{62} As examples, Justice Marshall noted that the NIH employees paid state income, sales, and excise taxes, were covered by state unemployment and workmen's compensation laws, were required to register their cars locally and obtain state driver's licenses, were subject to the jurisdiction of state courts, and sent their children to local schools.\textsuperscript{63} This analysis could be read to suggest that the Court was moving away from the traditional tests of voting residence by substituting concrete indicia of residence for the vague, intent-oriented standard of "bona fide residence." But Justice Marshall clearly destroyed any such inference:

Maryland may, of course, require that "all applicants for the vote fulfill the requirement of bona fide residence."\textsuperscript{64}

That requirement, of course, provides the basis for the presumption against student residence.

Even if the Court does prohibit the unequal application of the test of bona fide residence, the plight of the student voter may not be greatly improved. Under just such an equal application court order,\textsuperscript{65} the registrars of New Haven developed an elaborate questionnaire embodying most of the tests of bona fide residence and applied them to all applicants.\textsuperscript{66} The registrars then failed fifty-nine per cent of the

\textsuperscript{62} Id. at 424.
\textsuperscript{63} Id.
\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 421, citing Carrington v. Rash, 380 U.S. 89, 96 (1965).
\textsuperscript{65} Kennedy v. Meskill, Civil No. 14,548 (D. Conn., memorandum and order filed Sept. 13, 1971).
\textsuperscript{66} The following questionnaire was required of all applicants in New Haven in the autumn of 1971:

\textbf{QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED IN CONNECTION WITH APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION AS A VOTER IN THE CITY OF NEW HAVEN}

1. What is your date of birth?
2. Are you a United States citizen?
3. What is your present address?
4. How long have you lived at that address?
5. At what other addresses, if any, have you lived in New Haven and during what periods?
6. How long have you lived in New Haven?
7. Do you regard New Haven as your home?
8. Is there any other place which you regard as your home?
9. Have you voted or registered to vote in any other place during the last six months?
10. (a) Have you voted or registered to vote in any other place during the last two years?
    (b) If so, do you have any present intention to vote there again?
11. During the past six months have you claimed any other address as your place of residence for any reason?
12. What is your occupation?
13. (a) Where do your parents live?
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student applicants, while denying only three per cent of the non-students. Even allowing for a certain degree of bias against students, it appears that most students cannot demonstrate an intention of remaining indefinitely as convincingly as the average non-student.

What is clearly needed, if students are to be registered in their college towns, is a reevaluation of the concept of voting residence itself. The remainder of this Note will argue that such a reevaluation is due because the census, and hence apportionment plans, hinge residence not on future intention, but on a simple test of physical presence.

II. The Census Definition of Student Residence

Until 1950, the Bureau of the Census considered college students to be residents of their parents' homes. But in that year, the Bureau began to enumerate students as college-town residents, a practice continued in the 1960 and 1970 censuses. Given the subsequent development of an apportionment theory which makes census population the standard for most allocations of national, state, and local legislative power, this Bureau decision was of no small consequence.

(b) When, if at all, have you stayed at your parents' home during the last two years?
14. How long do you expect to stay in New Haven?
15. Do you or your spouse own a car and, if so, where is it registered and where is it taxed?
16. What address appears on the registration?
17. Do you have a driver's license and, if so, what state issued the license?
18. What address appears on the license?
19. If registered for the draft at a place other than New Haven, what is the number and location of your draft board and have you notified your draft board that you have moved and your permanent residence is now in New Haven?
20. Have you voted anywhere other than New Haven in 1969 or 1970, and if you have, list the places and dates where you have voted?
21. Are you eligible to vote anywhere other than New Haven in 1971?
22. If you voted at a place other than New Haven in 1969 or 1970, and if you are eligible to vote at a place other than New Haven in 1971, have you notified the voting officials at this other location to remove your name from the voting list?
23. Do you own any real estate and if so where is it located?
24. Do you own any property other than real estate and if so, where is it located and, if taxable, where is it taxed?
25. Where do your parents live?
26. Have you used your parents' address for your driver's license, your car registration or your voting address during the past two years?

67. Supplementary Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Punish Defendants for Contempt and Related Relief at 2, Kennedy v. Meskill, Civil No. 14,548 (D. Conn. 1971). Counsel for plaintiff also noted that as the "student" category included between thirty to fifty high school students who had lived in New Haven all of their lives and hence were quickly accepted, the actual percentage of college students rejected was considerably higher than fifty-nine per cent. Id. at 13.
A. The "Rotten Boroughs" of Academia

Even before the reapportionment cases it was generally held that population, as defined by the census, was the proper base for legislative apportionment. The Constitution and congressional enactments had developed a precise formula, based on census population, for the allocation of United States Congressmen. A survey of the states a few months before the reapportionment decisions found that thirty-six also based their apportionment formulas on total population. Seven others excluded minor groups from the census definition of resident population, but none of these treated students in any special manner. Thus, for apportionment purposes, by 1964 forty-three states included all students residing within the state and correspondingly excluded any student who had left the state to attend college elsewhere. Since 1964 the trend towards a simple total population standard has continued. At present, only two states—Hawaii and Vermont—


70. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 2; amend. XIV, § 2.


73. Id. at 57-58.


75. See BUCKLEY v. GODDARD, 250 F. Supp. 537 (D. Ariz. 1966). Finally, Tennessee courts and the state legislature have interpreted the base of "qualified voters" to be total census population of voting age so that all students of voting age attending Tennessee colleges are considered "qualified voters" whether or not they have been allowed to register. See Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 189 n.4 (1962); Tenn. Acts [1965 E.S.] ch. 3, § 1.

76. HAWAI'I CONST. art. III, § 4.

77. The Vermont Constitution specifies that each town is to have one seat in the lower house, but this formula was ruled unconstitutional, for obvious reasons, by a federal district court. See Buckley v. Hoff, 234 F. Supp. 191 (D. Vt. 1964), modified on other grounds and aff'd sub nom. Parsons v. Buckley, 379 U.S. 359 (1965). The 1965 apportionment act—using registered voters as the base—was then approved by the same court in Buckley v. Hoff, 243 F. Supp. 873, 875-76 (D. Vt. 1965).

The value of Buckley II as an endorsement of the registered voters base is questionable as it was decided before Burns v. Richardson, 381 U.S. 73 (1965), in a time of uncertainty over the demands of the equal protection clause when applied to legislative apportionment. See pp. 50-51 infra. Indeed, the court in Buckley II noted some of the objections to using registration figures as a base and approved their use largely on the grounds that in comparison to the old clearly malapportioned plan, the new procedure was an improvement. See Buckley v. Hoff, 243 F. Supp. 873, 876-78 (D. Vt. 1965).
allocate state representatives on a base (registered voters) that does not automatically count students along with all other residents.

Thus, the existing law of student voting residence intersects with the practice of apportioning legislators on a population basis\(^7\) to produce two troublesome anomalies. First, some individuals considered to be residents for the purpose of allocating political power are denied access to that power by the strictures of the law of bona fide residence. The Court in *Evans* noted this conflict when it cited the fact that the NIH employees were residents of Maryland for apportionment purposes as one factor favoring their registration as residents of that state.\(^7\)

Second, and more disturbing, continuance of the traditional standards of student voting residence will continue to dilute the votes of those who do not live in the few towns with a substantial supply of student “non-residents” on hand. Such dilution, based solely on geography, was, of course, the prime target of the early reapportionment decisions.\(^8\)

A few examples indicate that this dilution is not de minimis. On the local level, college towns which allocate seats in their municipal legislatures on the basis of ward or precinct population are almost certainly malapportioned. In New Haven, for example, each alderman represents approximately 4600 residents.\(^8\) Yet, in reality, the alderman from District 1 represents 800 “residents” and 3800 Yale undergraduates who are not, according to New Haven voting officials, residents of the city.\(^9\) A citizen who lives in District 16, with 4600 true residents and no Yale students, thus has only about seventeen per cent the voting power of a citizen in District 1. New Haven is actually a poor example of this “rotten borough” phenomenon, as Yale students account for only about five per cent of the total city population.\(^10\) Far greater local apportionment problems exist in other towns, where

---


\(^10\) New Haven has thirty aldermen to divide among its population of 137,707 or a theoretical ratio of one alderman for every 4590 inhabitants. See *U.S. Bureau of the Census, Number of Inhabitants, Connecticut PC(1)-A8*, at 8-11 (April 1971).

---

\(^7\) The 3800 Yale undergraduates include only those living in twelve residential colleges within the aldermanic district boundaries.

\(^8\) The refusal of New Haven election officials to register almost all Yale students led to a court challenge and subsequent administrative maneuvering. See generally *New Haven Register*, September, 1971; pp. 44-45 and notes 65-67 *supra*.

students comprise between twenty and thirty per cent of the population.84

Student concentrations also seriously affect the apportionment of many state legislatures. In the most recent Connecticut reapportionment plan, the town of Mansfield received one state representative for its 20,000 census residents.85 But at least 8,000 of these were students at the University of Connecticut86 who are, according to a restrictive reading of state law, "non-residents." Thus, the 12,000 "real" residents of Mansfield receive the same degree of representation as 20,000 residents of any other Connecticut town, a deviation of 1.67 to 187—far beyond de minimis limits.88 And again, even more significant deviations can be found in other states. In New Hampshire, for example, the number of students attending both Dartmouth College and the University of New Hampshire is almost twice the number of people represented by a seat in the New Hampshire house.89

Finally, if we accept the theory that students are residents of their home states, the census definition of population even results in the misallocation of Congressmen. In 1970, both Connecticut and Oklahoma received six Congressmen; but, if the logic of the voting residence decisions were to govern apportionment, Connecticut would be entitled to seven Congressmen and Oklahoma only five.90 Other

84. Athens, Ohio (Ohio University); College Park, Maryland (University of Maryland); Ithaca, New York (Cornell University); Bloomington, Indiana (Indiana University); Kent, Ohio (Kent State University); Pullman, Washington (Washington State University); Lafayette, Indiana (Purdue University); Newark, Delaware (University of Delaware); and Vermillion, South Dakota (University of South Dakota) all have significant student populations and, according to the latest compilation of the International City Manager's Association, a ward system of local apportionment. See A.B.A. REPORT, supra note 5, Appendix B; THE INTERNATIONAL CITY MANAGER'S ASSOCIATION, THE MUNICIPAL YEAR BOOK 1968, at 64-130.

86. A.B.A. REPORT, supra note 5, at 55.
87. The deviation is that between the most and least populous districts, the traditional test of malapportionment. See, e.g., Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 545-46 (1964).
89. The New Hampshire House has 400 members representing a population of approximately 725,000, or one seat for every 1800 residents. See THE COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS, THE BOOK OF THE STATES 1970-1971, at 83 (1970); THE WORLD ALMANAC 454 (1971). The University of New Hampshire has 3647 residential students; Dartmouth College has 3100 full-time students. 2 COLLEGE BLUE BOOK 1969-70, at 313, 315.
90. Seats in Congress are allocated to the states according to a statistical method known as the "method of equal proportions." 2 U.S.C. § 2(b) (1970). For a complete explanation of the method, see E. HUNTINGTON, METHODS OF APPORTIONMENT, S. Doc. No. 76-304, 76th Cong., 3d Sess. 3-7 (1940); L. SCHMEEKEBEIR, CONGRESSIONAL APPORTIONMENT 21-31 (1941). The method's formula, when applied to the census population of each state yields a series of "priority numbers." After one seat is allocated to each state, U.S. CONST. art. I, § 2, cl. 3, the 385 highest numbers each earn one seat.

When the formula was applied to the populations of Oklahoma and Connecticut, it
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states such as Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, and Illinois—each with a net gain or loss of more than 20,000 students—might be similarly affected in future congressional allocations.91

There are three possible solutions to this conflict between the manner of apportionment and the law of voting residence. First, the apportioning authority, either legislative or judicial, could carefully factor out student concentrations when allocating representatives. Second, the Census Bureau could revert to its pre-1950 position and enumerate all students as residents of their parents' homes. Finally, the law of voting residence could be clarified and modernized so as to coincide with the census definition.

B. The Factoring of Student Concentrations

Presently, the legislature of only one state, New Hampshire, has the explicit authority to make "suitable adjustments to the general census of inhabitants . . . on account of non-residents temporarily residing in this state."92 But the question of excluding "non-residents" from an apportionment base has been before the Supreme Court at least three times. In Davis v. Mann,93 Virginia officials contended that the underrepresentation of two districts was justified on the grounds that both contained large numbers of military personnel. Chief Justice Warren summarily rejected this argument, holding, inter alia, that the assumption that all servicemen were non-residents, "without more being shown," was a form of impermissible occupational discrimination. He further found that the Virginia legislature had not disfavored military registration in the past, nor had it consistently factored servicemen out of other reapportionments.94

was computed that Oklahoma's sixth seat had a priority number of 472,043—2,585,486 (Oklahoma's population) times a statistical multiplier of .18237418—and Connecticut's seventh seat had a number of 470,731—3,050,693 times a multiplier of .15430335. See U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Table of Multipliers for Apportionment (November, 1970).

But if the net increase in Oklahoma's population due to student migration, 2,591 in 1963, is subtracted and the net loss to Connecticut's population, 13,709, is added, new priority numbers of 471,969—2,582,895 times .18237418—for Oklahoma's sixth seat and 472,847—3,064,412 times .15430335—for Connecticut's seventh seat emerge, and thus Connecticut and not Oklahoma would get the seat in question. This argument is theoretical insofar as the student migration figures are not current. However, the historical trend makes it likely that, in 1970, Connecticut's loss due to student migration was even greater than 13,709 and Oklahoma's gain was more than 2500. See C. Gossman, et al., Migration of College and University Students in the United States 110-11 (1968).

91. See id.
92. N.H. Const. pt. 2, art. 9-a. This provision was limited to a carefully conducted, state-wide, systematic factoring by a recent advisory opinion of the New Hampshire Supreme Court, In re Opinion of the Judges, 276 A.2d 825, 828 (1971). Given the problems involved with such a procedure, the New Hampshire exception is of questionable value. See pp. 50-51 infra.
94. Id. at 691-92.
In 1966 the Court was again faced with the issue of excluding "non-residents" in *Burns v. Richardson*, a challenge to the use of registered voters as an apportionment base in Hawaii. Justice Brennan began by asserting that "the equal protection clause does not require the states to use total population figures derived from the federal census" as the only permissible apportionment standard. He conceded that Hawaii had "special population problems" with its great number of servicemen and that it was factually demonstrated that the number of registered voters was, in this very special case, a better approximation of true state citizen population than total population as defined by the census. On this ground, the Court approved the use of registered voters as an apportionment base. However, Justice Brennan was quick to limit the decision by stressing that if it were shown that the registered voter base differed from population because of other factors, such as voter apathy among the poor, and thus was not closely related to total state resident population, it would no longer be a permissible apportionment base.

Thus, while *Burns* recognizes that apportionment on the basis of census population in an area with a significant number of "non-residents" is not compelled, it allows a legislature to use another apportionment base only when it can be demonstrated that such a base consistently "approximates distribution of state citizens." Lower courts, applying *Burns*, have stressed this requirement in rejecting a majority of the apportionment plans based on voter registration. Given the small likelihood that voter registration rates will be constant throughout a state, *Burns* can be viewed as an extremely limited mandate for factoring.

In *Kirkpatrick v. Preisler*, a 1969 decision, the Court limited *Burns* still further by rejecting the factoring of both students and servicemen in a Missouri reapportionment plan. Justice Brennan

96. Id. at 91.
97. Id. at 94-95.
98. Id. at 97 n.27.
99. Id. at 96-97. See also Ely v. Klahr, 400 U.S. 108, 115 n.7 (1971).
100. 384 U.S. at 95.
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stressed that any factoring, in addition to being closely related to true state population, must be conducted in a systematic and consistent manner not merely in areas of large “non-resident” concentrations but throughout the entire area to be reapportioned, in this case the entire state.\textsuperscript{103} Kirkpatrick thus essentially demands a special house-by-house state census, an almost certainly prohibitively expensive procedure, before any factoring can be done.\textsuperscript{104}

It therefore appears unlikely that the problem of concentrations of “non-resident” students will be solved by simple factoring, for unless a state can squeeze itself into the very narrow exception of Burns—approved only on an interim basis even for Hawaii\textsuperscript{105}—it will be forced into a costly special census in order to determine the residence of every state inhabitant. Moreover, college towns may be less than eager to see implemented a procedure which, by excluding students from their population, will cost them political representation and power. Thus, factoring students out of the general census population is likely to be unpopular and extremely difficult to achieve.

C. Changing the Census Definition

Census Bureau documents indicate that the decision to enumerate students as college-town residents was made for four reasons. First, experience had shown that relying on parents to determine the residence of students was a haphazard procedure which often produced inaccurate counts.\textsuperscript{106} This finding is not surprising in view of the confusing standards that proliferate when the simple test of physical presence is abandoned.\textsuperscript{107}

Second, the Bureau was troubled by the fact that other groups in society with two “homes”—servicemen, workers on temporary assignment, inmates of prisons and hospitals—were enumerated as residents of their present physical homes, not of their former “real” ones. The Bureau felt that there was simply no reason for continuing the inconsistent treatment of students.\textsuperscript{108}

Third, the Bureau found that counting students as residents of

\textsuperscript{103} Id. at 535.
\textsuperscript{104} The special state census would be necessitated as the federal census does not inquire into an individual’s intention to remain.
\textsuperscript{105} Burns v. Richardson, 384 U.S. 73, 85-86 (1966).
\textsuperscript{106} Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Usual Residence of Students, Oct. 14, 1948, at 1 (Memorandum to the Technical Advisory Committee on Population for the Seventeenth Decennial Census).
\textsuperscript{107} See pp. 40-41 supra.
\textsuperscript{108} Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Usual Residence of College Students, May 2, 1966, at 1-2 (release).
their former homes resulted in unrealistic population figures for college towns and thus frustrated a primary purpose of the census, the allocation of public resources and services. In view of the many federal and state grant-in-aid programs which are tied to census figures, this contention seems justified. As a restatement of the census position argued, the new rule "makes good economic sense," as students "live in their college communities, draw on their resources [and] rely on their services . . . ."

Finally, the Census Bureau concluded that it was simply unrealistic to continue to assume that the student was not a true college-town resident because he might have some intention of leaving in the future. As the Bureau explained rather tautologically:

The census counts people where they live. That's why college students are counted in the place they live while attending school . . . . For that is where they live.

The Bureau's view has been judicially endorsed. In *Borough of Bethel Park v. Stans*, U.S. District Judge Wallace Gourley held that the Bureau decision was not only within the statutory discretion of the Director but was also fundamentally correct.

Judge Gourley accepted the Bureau's finding that the prior practice led to underenumeration and misallocation of students and that there was no convincing reason for continuing to treat students differently from other "equally transient" groups. He also found that the assumption that students would return to their parents' homes was simply invalid.

111. Id. at 1.
112. Id. at 1.
113. 319 F. Supp. 971 (W.D. Pa. 1970), aff'd, 449 F.2d 575 (3rd Cir. 1971). The Third Circuit also considered the conflict between the census and state suffrage law. The court rejected the contention that this inconsistency invalidated the census definition, suggesting that the problem could be solved by state apportioning authorities. Id. at 582-83 n.4. But see pp. 49-51 supra.
115. Id. at 979.
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[College] College students are a transitional group in the population, and many will not return to the address of their parents... [S]ome will not return to their home states. Of those who will return to a home state... there will be, nevertheless, many who acquire residences in congressional and state legislative districts and political subdivisions other than the one in which they once resided.\footnote{Id. at 978.}

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, Judge Gourley suggested the necessary connection between residence and the functions of local government, concluding:

The communities in which these persons are residing must plan and develop their public resources to provide for all residents. No abuse of discretion is found in enumerating these persons as inhabitants of these communities rather than as residents of a presumptive home to which many may not be expected to return.\footnote{Id. at 979.}

If, as Judge Gourley found, the census is correct in its assumption that the student is more affected by the government of his college town than that of his parents' home, both apportionment and basic democratic theory demand that he be allowed to vote for the elected officials of the college-town government. The fact that the typical residential student spends at least seventy-five per cent of his time in his college town would appear to settle the issue in favor of the census. But supporters of traditional voting residence law argue that there may be additional factors which tend to controvert this conclusion. We will examine four factors commonly cited to justify the traditional law of student voting residence. In each case it will be argued that the putative justification fails, and that the census definition of residence is superior.

D. The Factors Cited as Opposed to the Census Definition

1. The Assumption of Parental Control

A major objection to the census definition of student residence is that the student is still under the control of parents residing elsewhere, who may influence his voting decisions.\footnote{See, e.g., Putnam v. Johnson, 10 Mass. 488, 499-500 (1813). For a possible explanation of the relevance of parental control, see Jolicouer v. Mihaly, 5 Cal.3d 565, 488 P.2d 1, 96 Cal. Rptr. 697 (1971).} The most obvious rebuttal to this argument is that the Twenty-Sixth Amendment presumes that

\footnote{Id. at 978.}

\footnote{Id. at 979.}

\footnote{See, e.g., Putnam v. Johnson, 10 Mass. 488, 499-500 (1813). For a possible explanation of the relevance of parental control, see Jolicouer v. Mihaly, 5 Cal.3d 565, 488 P.2d 1, 96 Cal. Rptr. 697 (1971).}
all those over eighteen are, at least for voting purposes, sufficiently free to exercise choice. The California Supreme Court recently used precisely this reasoning in rejecting the contention of the state attorney general that all minors automatically had the residence of their parents because they were legally emancipated.\textsuperscript{119}

But even before the passage of the Amendment, it was clear that the student of today has far more rights and is far less subject to parental control than his nineteenth century counterpart. The Amendment itself was in part a response to the fact that state governments had granted eighteen-year-olds a significant degree of individual freedom, recognizing that they were old enough to govern many of their own actions.\textsuperscript{120} Thus even the student who lived at home was recognized to be less subject to parental control.

Furthermore, recent developments in education law have denied even the vicarious exercise of parental control over students living away from home. Even in the nineteenth century it was obvious that a parent could not directly control a child attending school in another town or state. But until recently, the parent could exercise control, at least in legal theory, by vesting the college administration with his parental power. The administration would then act in place of the parent, \textit{in loco parentis}, and the courts would not interfere with even the most arbitrary exercise of such vested parental rights and responsibilities. As one court, upholding the expulsion of a student for “ringing cowbells and parading in the halls of the dormitory at forbidden hours,” put it:

> As to mental training, moral and physical discipline, and welfare of pupils, college authorities stand \textit{in loco parentis} and in their discretion may make any regulation for their government which a parent could make for the same purpose, and so long as such regulations do not violate divine or human law, courts have no more authority to interfere than they have to control the domestic discipline of a father in his family.\textsuperscript{121}

Today, however, \textit{in loco parentis}, as applied to college students, is virtually dead.\textsuperscript{122} Courts oversee and if necessary overturn university actions to insure that due process has been afforded to affected stu-

---

\textsuperscript{119} Jolicouer v. Mihaly, 5 Cal.3d 565, 488 P.2d 1, 96 Cal. Rptr. 697 (1971).
\textsuperscript{121} John B. Stetson Univ. v. Hunt, 102 So. 637, 640 (Fla. 1924).
The college-student relationship is now viewed as a contractual one in which each side has certain rights and responsibilities. The university administration has neither the right nor the responsibility for regulating student conduct beyond establishing academic standards and protecting the rights of others within the scholastic community. Thus, the law no longer views the student as a child living temporarily with a guardian who exercises the will of a missing parent but rather as an individual independently pursuing a career free from parental control. This view supports the census decision to treat students exactly as it treats others, such as businessmen, who are working at a temporary position.

2. The Assumption of Immunity from the Local Police Power

A second objection to the census definition of student residence is that colleges and universities are privileged sanctuaries from local police power. Clearly, the degree to which a resident is affected by the state and local police power is an important element in determining his “interest” in local political affairs. In *Evans*, the Court took great pains to show that the NIH residents were, to a limited degree, under the local police power of Maryland and therefore had an interest in the outcome of local elections. By comparison, the student is far more affected by the exercise of local police power. Unlike his British counterpart of days past, the American student is completely subject to local authority. He has none of the scholarly immunity which may have supported the common law presumption of student non-residence.

Furthermore, even the informal immunity once conferred by authorities reluctant to invade the campus is fast crumbling. Many university officials now advocate the use of state and local police in

125. Id.
126. The Court noted that under the Federal Assimilative Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. § 13 (1970), the NIH employees could be punished for violations of state law if, and only if, Congress had not pre-empted the field with federal criminal legislation. However, the Court conceded that the NIH residents were immune from state prosecutions and juries in that all trials under the act had to be brought by federal authorities in federal court. *Evans v. Cornman*, 398 U.S. 419, 424-25 n.5 (1970).
128. See 4 W. BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAW OF ENGLAND 354-55 (Hammon ed. 1890). The students were also immune from the jurisdiction of the normal civil courts. See 5 id. at 112-13.
campus disturbances\textsuperscript{129} and cooperate with the authorities in the enforcement of non-academic laws.\textsuperscript{130} Increased attention to the student by the police\textsuperscript{131} and elected officials\textsuperscript{132} indicates that the truce between town and gown is over. Indeed, the concern over campus unrest suggests that students, far from being immune from off-campus authority, are the focus of much of it.

Finally, the student who lives at college nine months of the year is subject to the police power of his college town and state far more than he is affected by the exercise of that power at his parents' home. Thus, the test of local power supports the census view and refutes a presumption of student non-residence.

3. \textit{The Assumption of Immunity from Local Taxation}

The third frequently cited objection to the census definition is that students who reside in college dormitories are exempt from local taxation. Though the Supreme Court\textsuperscript{133} and the Twenty-Fourth Amendment\textsuperscript{134} have outlawed-taxpaying as a suffrage qualification in and of itself, the Court in \textit{Evans} made it clear that it is permissible to use the payment of taxes as an index of residence.\textsuperscript{135} In evaluating this objection, however, it must be stressed that student residence should not be examined with respect solely to municipal taxes. Voting rights are a state privilege, and registration, while often conducted at the local level, is a state action designed to enroll voters for all elections.\textsuperscript{136} Moreover, since local taxation is critically dependent on state expenditure policies, the proper question is the degree to which the student pays state as well as municipal taxes. Once this refinement has been made, the assumption that students, even those living on tax-exempt college property, are immune from local taxation becomes far less tenable.


\textsuperscript{130} See, e.g., Note, \textit{College Searches and Seizures: Privacy and Due Process Problems on Campus}, 3 \textit{Ga. L. Rev.} 426 (1969) (citing numerous cases where college authorities consented to the search of student rooms by local authorities enforcing non-academic laws).


\textsuperscript{134} U.S. CONST. amend. XXIV.

\textsuperscript{135} Evans v. Cornman, 393 U.S. 419, 424 (1970).

\textsuperscript{136} Pope v. Williams, 193 U.S. 621, 632 (1904).
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When the presumption against student residence was developed in the nineteenth century, state and local government was financed almost exclusively by property taxes. As late as 1927, seventy-eight per cent of all state and local revenue came from some form of property taxation.\textsuperscript{137} But by 1968, property taxes accounted for only thirty-nine per cent of such revenue,\textsuperscript{138} and that percentage is clearly declining. Since 1900, state and local revenue needs have been met increasingly by taxes on sales, personal income, cigarettes, gasoline, and alcohol, all of which fall on the student as frequently as on any other resident.\textsuperscript{139}

Even assuming that most students pay less in taxes than non-students, this fact may be more properly attributable to relative poverty than to residence. Furthermore, the typical student probably spends more on state and local consumer and income taxes at college than at his former home. Thus again, a test cited by the opponents of the census definition tends to support the Bureau's view that the student is more a resident of his college town than of his former home.

4. The Assumption of Student Transiency

A fourth objection to the census definition is that the student is a transient, likely to leave the college town when his studies have ended. However valid this assumption was in the nineteenth century, it must be reevaluated in the context of today's highly mobile society.

Unfortunately, there are no precise statistics on student mobility. We must therefore assume, as do those who contend the student is a transient, that the student will remain in the college town only long enough to obtain his degree.\textsuperscript{140} Based on this assumption and the distribution of students residing at two and four year colleges, the overall theoretical rate of annual student mobility is 26.5 per cent with an average tenure of forty-seven months.\textsuperscript{141} By comparison, the
The most recent annual mobility rate of all Americans was 19.1 per cent with an average tenure of sixty-three months. It is difficult to understand why this difference should justify such a clear presumption solely against student residence. The presumption becomes even less tenable when the student is compared to even more mobile groups. For example, the entire group aged twenty to twenty-four has a mobility rate of 45.6 per cent and a tenure of only twenty-five months; those unemployed, a group just as large as residential students, have a rate of 30.3 per cent and a tenure of thirty-nine months.

If there is any validity in inferring an intention to leave from such general mobility statistics, it would seem that all those twenty to twenty-four or all those unemployed should have to bear a burden of proof similar to the one imposed on students. But in an age where one's world is no longer confined to the town limits and the right to travel is a constitutionally protected one, such an assumption is clearly impermissible as a bar to suffrage rights. Once again, a realistic appraisal of an objection to the census definition has demonstrated the definition's validity, in this case by supporting the Bureau's contention that students should be treated as are other, equally mobile groups.

III. Conclusions and Remedies

Analysis of those factors most often cited by the critics of the census definition of student residence demonstrates that the Bureau's view is fundamentally correct. Therefore, in reconciling the conflict between the basis of apportionment and voting residence law, the latter should be altered to reflect the realities of contemporary student life. The definition of voting residence must conform to the simple observation that one "resides" where one habitually eats, sleeps, and carries on the other normal processes of one's life.

Such a definition has three advantages over the present standard.
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First, it suffices to end the conflict between apportionment and voting entitlement, thereby eliminating the malapportioned, college-town "rotten boroughs." Second, since the revised standard is relatively clear and subject to little interpretation, it will insure that the right to vote will not be subject to the "passing whim or impulse of an individual registrar." Finally, since it embodies the principle that one should vote for those officials who most affect his life, the revision is consistent with the Supreme Court's suffrage decisions. Local registrars should be required to qualify as voters all those who, by verifying their student status, prove that the census enumerates them as residents of the college town.

However, legislatures need not await judicial action. At least one state already has a standard of voting residence which coincides with the census view. Should other states prove unwilling to redefine

148. Members of the armed forces stationed within the United States are the only other significant group of people considered local residents for census, and hence apportionment purposes, but then normally denied the right to register locally on residency grounds. The simple residence standard advocated in the text would also eliminate this inconsistency in the law and thus remove the "rotten borough" problem which also affects numerous "camp towns" throughout the nation.

It is, however, clearly incorrect to argue, as has Attorney General Mitchell, that according to the traditional tests of residence the serviceman is in the same position as the student and therefore to change the status of one by congressional fiat without altering the other is improper and unfair. See N.Y. Times, September 2, 1971, at 1, col. 7.

First, members of the armed forces are almost totally immune from local police power while on their army posts because the Uniform Code of Military Justice—a special system of law which does not apply to other residents of the "camp town"—governs their conduct when "service-related." Relford v. Commandant, 401 U.S. 355 (1971); O'Callahan v. Parker, 395 U.S. 258 (1969). Second, servicemen are similarly immune from local income taxation and—to the extent that they confine their consumption to the post—sales and excise taxation as well.

Finally, the transiency rate of those in the armed forces is considerably higher than that of students and others in our society (64.3 per cent, according to U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, MOBILITY OF POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES, supra note 142, at 18) and it is a transiency the serviceman cannot control. Indeed, the fact that the serviceman is forced to come to the "camp town" was enough to distinguish servicemen from other purported domiciliaries in the mind of Justice Harlan. Carryington v. Rash, 380 U.S. 89, 100 (1965) (Harlan, J., dissenting).

Thus, while it may be the far better policy to completely overhaul the concept of voting residence to include servicemen as well as students in the population in which they live, the attributes traditionally used in determining residence suggest that identical treatment of the student and serviceman is not logically necessary.

149. The term 'residence' . . . for registration and voting purposes shall be construed to mean that place at which a person habitually sleeps, keeps his or her personal effects and has a regular place of lodging. Should a person have more than 1 residence . . . that place at which such person resides the greater part of the time shall be his or her official residence . . . .

Mich. Comp. Laws § 168.11(6) (1967). This section was enacted in 1950 and originally applied to students as well as all other residents. But in 1963 the legislature excluded students from the statute's effect by enacting a legislative presumption of student non-
their laws, Congress could force action by enacting legislation designed to protect the voting rights of students. Bills have already been introduced which would require the college-town registration, for federal elections, of any student who had been "attending an institution of higher education" for more than thirty days before the election.\textsuperscript{150} The history of the Twenty-Sixth Amendment suggests that such legislation would necessitate quick state action to avoid costly dual registration and voting procedures.\textsuperscript{151}

Whether judicial or legislative, prompt corrective action is crucial; the currently operative traditional presumption against student college-town voting not only rests on dubious factual assumptions, but also represents an unconstitutional dilution of the "one-man, one-vote" principle.


\textsuperscript{151} See note 12 \textit{supra}.